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Abstract

Governments are increasingly negotiating the adoption of civic technologies to improve government functioning and to better connect with citizens. Despite the benefits of civic technology to make government more efficient, effective, and transparent, there are many challenges and even unintended outcomes to civic technology adoption. This exploratory paper presents a conceptual argument using two types of civic technology: open data and smart city infrastructure, as examples where their procurement by government can disintermediate government from citizen. This disintermediation can have both positive and negative outcomes for different parties. Four mechanisms that drive this disintermediation are discussed, including the use of legal frameworks, jumping of scales, conversion of public to private goods, and the creation of standards. These mechanisms can serve to shift the role of government from a service provider to a more background role as a data custodian or regulator, opening many opportunities for other actors, including private sector to assume critical roles in service provision.

1. Introduction

Technology has long been used to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of government. Whether through the adoption of information management systems, geographic information systems (GIS), the provision of documents online through e-government initiatives, or by instrumenting a city with real-time sensors, technology plays a strong role in how governments provide services to citizens [24]. Recently, governments around the world are engaging with a class of technology defined by the umbrella term of “civic technology”. Civic technology is any type of technology adopted by government for the purposes of supporting the relationship of government to citizen [16, 29]. This citizen-facing aspect differentiates civic technology from general technology procurement typically directed towards internal purposes. For example, a smartphone app to provide citizens with government information, real-time schedules, and a platform for providing feedback, is a common form of civic technology. Additional examples include the provision of municipal wireless internet connections [26], bulk open data provision [2], the instrumentation of cities with smart sensors [36], as well as government support of in-person events or incubators that encourage citizen use or reuse of government data [22].

This provision of civic technology is often supported by open government policies that aim to make government more transparent, accountable, and by association, seem more forward-thinking and ‘innovative’ [9, 37]. Despite the strong potential for civic technology to improve government-citizen interactions, and increase both the efficiency and impact of municipal actions, there are also notable challenges and a potential ‘dark side’ of unintended consequences to technology adoption and implementation [23, 42]. Given the wide variety of civic technology types, literature on this topic largely focuses on two types; open data [23, 42], and smart city infrastructure development [27, 36]. This general framing places open data and smart city infrastructure as a public subsidy of the private sector and opening doors to the outsourcing of government services [17, 38]. It is this latter point, the potential for open data and smart city infrastructure, to feed the disintermediation of government by private sector actors that is the focus of this exploratory paper.

The use of private sector companies for the procurement of government technology and development of citizen-facing services is not new, however in the context of civic technology, the impact of this transfer of development to a third party demands investigation [8, 16]. As government rushes to third-parties to procure civic technology, there is the potential that government itself is disintermediated [6, 37]. Civic technology then becomes a vector through which alternate or parallel services are provided to citizens, by third-parties, with background support from
government, via the adoption of civic technology. This process can have both positive and negative outcomes for different parties involved. For example, it is through this provision of open data by government that the private sector develops saleable products or services that replicate or parallel government products or services. This may benefit private sector companies, and potential end users through the creation of a service or produce that did not exist previously or was only marginally available. Alternately, this may simply weaken a government, further contributing to the neoliberalization of the state and outsourcing of public services to the lowest cost provider. This potential disintermediation of government through civic technology is the focus of this paper. Two main vectors for this disintermediation are explored, the first is through the provision of open data, and the second through the development of smart city infrastructure that is owned/operated by the private sector.

I take a critical view of the role of civic technology in mediating the complex relationship between government, citizens, and the private sector. There is current change in this relationship fueled through the differential adoption and application of civic technology across many government agencies throughout the world. There are many lessons to be learned and shared, and I aim to describe a potential near-future of how civic technology impacts government-citizen relationships. I use two examples, one data-focused, and one infrastructure-focused, to frame the potential of civic technology as a driver of the disintermediation of government and citizen. These examples are selected as they represent how technology is frequently applied in a city governance context – data to inform decision-making on public service and program provision, or as the infrastructure required to collect that data. First, the development and provision by government of open data, particularly the underlying motivations of enhancement of innovation and support of private-sector use of government data are examined for how this generates a shift from government as data creator, custodian, and user, towards a government as platform or government as data supplier paradigms. Second, the engagement of private development companies in the instrumentation of municipal landscapes (i.e., smart city developments) is used as an example of how civic technology focused on smart infrastructure deployment can result in the existence of parallel public/private infrastructure and data creation that places the third party between government and citizen.

2. Citizen-Government Relationship

Rapid change in the way that government, citizens, and the private sector relate to one another is being driven by civic technology [7, 22]. Many cities are experimenting with new ways of contracting services from the private sector, new ways of delivering and working with data, and even new ways of building physical and connected infrastructures [31, 33]. In this context, I consider how government may become disintermediated from providing citizen-facing services, creating a system of parallel service provision, where government retreats from service provision completely [21, 23]. Parallel service provision is when the private sector is providing services, typically directly to citizens that would traditionally be provided by government. This is framed as an intermediary step towards the more libertarian view of government as a platform [30], where government acts as a data or infrastructure provider, with third-parties intervening to provide or operate citizen-facing services. An infrastructure example of this government as platform would be where government invests to build a toll highway, but then turns over operation to a private company, who retains profits and carries the risk of operation. Similarly, a data-related example is when government provides open data on public parking availability, and the private sector develops a parking locator application. The recent increase in adoption of civic technology by municipal governments supports the realization of this government as a platform model, where government is reduced to acting not as the citizen-facing service provider, but as the data custodian [21, 32]. Government is disintermediated, that is separated from direct service provision, and relegated to a more supporting role, as the responsibility for service provision is passed to other actors. I frame this discussion using two examples where this disintermediation is realized; open data provision, and the development of smart city infrastructure.

2.1. Open Data as a Platform for Disintermediation

The delivery of open data is a focus of many open government programs around the world [13]. Governments provide access to government data, subject to a generous use license. Motivations for the delivery of open data often focus on the use of open data within an agenda of increasing government transparency and enabling private-sector innovation [18, 19]. This innovation aspect implies that government lacks the expertise, mandate, or resources to fully exploit government data in service of citizens. As described in O’Reilly [30] this provision of data represents a government as platform concept, where external parties use government data or resources to create value, where the cost of providing access to data or a platform of services is exceeded in value generated
by users of the platform [25]. For example, the value generated with the use of a computer operating system vastly exceeds the value of the operating system returned to the developer.

Through the provision of open data, government both supports this innovation agenda, and a data ecosystem that can generate benefits for the private sector and citizens [14, 40]. Open data provision also can support the disintermediation of government from direct service provision to citizens. For example, the provision of open data may force government to relinquish certain roles, retrograding to the role of supplier to third parties, data creator/custodian, rather than service provider or data analyst [5]. This creates an opening for the private sector to duplicate or improve on government service provision [1, 37]. Though many of these private sector products created with open data may not be within the mandate of government, they still represent an opportunity for the private sector to intervene between citizen and government, using a technical backend created by government. This related impact of open data represents a mechanism of disintermediation of government and citizen.

2.2. Creating a Private City with Smart City Infrastructure

Disintermediation of government via civic technology also occurs through the development and operation of smart cities infrastructure [36]. Though cities have long contracted out infrastructure development, the ‘smart’ characteristics of a smart city change this process, with additional citizen interaction and data extraction layered on top of the actual infrastructure itself [4, 41]. For example, not only do private sector actors create the infrastructure, and operate it, but they also connect citizens using the infrastructure to existing public/private networks. This represents a physical manifestation of the retreat of government from the citizen-facing service delivery model, and towards the regulator or convener model typified through public-private partnership development [34]. As presented by Scassa [35], cities begin to relinquish ownership of data collection, becoming ‘data tenants’, rather than ‘data landlords’. It is this transition from the complete ownership and stewardship over public infrastructure, towards playing a merely convening role that creates the potential for government to be disintermediated from the citizen, replaced instead by the private sector.

The recent development of smart cities is well-represented by the Google Sidewalk Labs development in Toronto, Canada [27]. This partnership between Sidewalk Labs and Waterfront Toronto, a public agency tasked with redeveloping a significant piece of prime waterfront real estate, aims to develop an instrumented, connected landscape where citizens, government, and the private sector interact through smart technology. The main goals of this project are improved sustainability, citizen convenience, and effectiveness of urban infrastructure [27]. Though currently evolving, this project represents the disintermediation of government from the land development and city building mandate, using the context of improved technological innovation as a driver. Though still implicated in a regulatory context, such as through traditional building permit and zoning regulation, the role of government and associated opportunities for legislated citizen input, is reduced, and redirected to a non-elected and less accountable private sector company. Throughout the Sidewalk Toronto process significant questions have been raised, often by parties external to the official process, as to how data ownership, protection of public good, and privacy of citizen data will be handled [39]. This provides an incisive example of the issues that governments are already facing and that many more will face in the near future, when procurement and implementation of smart cities infrastructure, driven by actors external to government, aim to disintermediate sections of the government-citizen relationship. These openings allow the private sector to assume the role of government, even in a small way, with no direct mechanism for government to re-insert itself.


I propose four mechanisms for how civic technologies, despite the many real intended benefits that they provide, may also produce unintended consequences that drive government-citizen disintermediation. This disintermediation process itself may have positive outcomes for different parties. Given this mixed potential for positive and negative outcomes, I present these mechanisms as broad considerations to municipal governments that are investing in civic technology, from the perspective of how government retains or relinquishes control over service provision. For municipal governments interested in procuring civic technology or developing related programs, these are areas that are of significant consideration. A civic technology can disintermediate government from citizen through the following four mechanisms:

3.1 Use of legal or other frameworks to separate government from citizen
One mechanism used by private sector companies to disintermediate government from citizen through the application of civic technology include the use of legal or quasi-legal frameworks, such as copyright, data ownership, and terms of service. This mechanism is used in the creation of a ‘walled garden’, where value added products created by the private sector are protected as copyrighted material or require users to abide by terms of service to access. For example, a private sector company accesses government open data to create a transit schedule or map routing application. This creates a copyrighted product (the app) that is protected by a terms of service agreement with the user. This agreement may require specific concessions on the part of the user/citizen in terms of data privacy, user location access, and create new restrictions on how the product, based at least in part on open government data, is accessed and used. This creation of a ‘walled garden’ to protect private sector interests effectively repackages government open data and places rules to govern access and use. Additional access steps such as a login, registration, or other access control mechanism also place additional layers of disintermediation between government and citizen, for example, by tying access to premium services created with government data to logins that use social media (such as Facebook) or authoritative identity providers (such as Google) to control login. This type of strategy places these private sector entities as the arbiters of access to value-added services that are more attractive, user-friendly, and importantly, connected to existing private sector services (such as social media) that many citizens already use.

This mechanism is also present in the instrumentation of urban spaces by private sector companies via smart city developments. This creates an opportunity for the private sector to use the mechanism of legal frameworks to disintermediate citizen and government. This mechanism can operate through the ownership of data streams created through smart city infrastructure, turning government into a downstream data user, with private sector taking on the role of data steward.

3.2 Jumping Scales between jurisdictions and services

The process of jumping scales, that is moving from an issue or concern operationalized at a local scale, to one at a regional, national, or international scale is considered to be jumping scales [15]. This mechanism allows for actors at certain scales to leverage actors located at alternate scales to effect change. Scale jumping presents a mechanism through which the private sector can use civic technology to disintermediate citizen and government. For example, the private sector, as an entity that can more easily operate across different government jurisdictions (throughout a state or country, for example), is strategically placed to play the role of an aggregator across different governments, pulling together similar services to create a seamless experience for citizens. This ability to see and act beyond traditional political borders provides an opportunity for the private sector to disintermediate government from citizen service provision. For example, aggregating government data on recreational bicycle trails could be used to create a product for citizens that crosses regional political borders and is thus more useful and attractive compared to jurisdictionally-bound services. Citizens begin to turn towards the private sector provider as the authoritative source of this information, due to its comprehensiveness. Through this process of scale jumping, government begins to lose control over data and process as the citizen facing product becomes less bound by local convention and citizen desires.

3.3 Conversion of public good to private profit.

A significant mechanism that supports the disintermediation of government and citizen is the transformation of data or infrastructure provided as a public good, towards one that is provided as a consumable product, generating profit for private enterprise. The use of this mechanism in the case of open data is longstanding, as a primary motivation for the release of open data is to support private sector innovation [12, 43]. Frequent exhortations refer to ‘unlocking value’, or ‘increasing innovation’, though the exact amount of value and its nature is often difficult to determine [11]. More likely, the generation of value and saleable products from open data draws citizen or user attention away from the raw provision of open data and towards the entity (frequently a private entity) that has created the interface for data use and application. This disintermediation is another example of where civic technology provides an opening for the private sector to assume the role of service provider to citizen, relegating government to a background data custodian. This type of disintermediation is also apparent in smart city infrastructure development projects, where the private sector deploys smart city technology as part of improving city neighbourhoods, realizing a real-estate upselling. The current Google Sidewalk project is showcased as this, taking vacant industrial land and converting it to prime real estate through the creation of a smart district [27]. This takes public land, which could be repurposed for any number of projects, and converts it through the application of private vision and infrastructure.
3.4 Creation of standards that build on existing areas of third-party strength

An identified constraint to the private sector use of civic technology, such as open data, is the provision of data by government according to accepted standards. Standardization of data facilitates the reuse of data, and eases the development of applications that cross various jurisdictions. The development of standards, while having many benefits to support the use of open data, also facilitate a mechanism that supports private sector disintermediation of government from citizen [3]. For example, the development of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) real-time transit data standard by Google directly supports the inclusion of real-time transit schedules within consumer-facing products, such as Google Maps [28]. This is a positive development for consumers, in that they have access to seamless transit schedules via one app. This type of application is only possible with the use of the same set of standards by many different government transit agencies. Before widespread adoption of the GTFS standard, each transit authority would be responsible for producing consumer-facing schedules, whether print or digital. With the standardization based around GTFS, this has opened a new world where citizens interact with government data, yet this is through the portal owned, operated, and for the benefit of Google. This creates a Google platform that is ‘stickier’, with a wide variety of features, keeping the user within their ecosystem, despite an underlying reliance on government to continue to provide transit data within a certain format. From an infrastructure perspective, this disintermediation continues, with technical standards for infrastructure and interoperability set by smart city vendors, ensuring that municipal procurement can be leveraged across different cities. For example, the use of proprietary technologies to connect infrastructure results in not only procurement benefits for specific companies, but also the entrenchment of specific technologies as the technology of choice. This allows private companies to play the role of service provider most directly, as government has neither the role nor technical resources to develop, install, or maintain advanced technology. This is particularly true when comparing smart infrastructure to traditional infrastructure, where city government takes responsibility for install and maintenance on a city asset.

Civic technology has proven in many instances as a vehicle for improving government transparency [20], opening government data for use [10], and for improving how cities function [3]. However, civic technology also runs the risk of creating an environment and context that disintermediates government from citizen, with both positive and negative outcomes from this disintermediation. From a government perspective, a negative outcome from this disintermediation could be the neoliberal weakening of the government role within service and infrastructure provision, allowing the private sector to assume these roles to varying effect. As presented here, there are mechanisms through which civic technology enables this disintermediation, though this is not an exhaustive list. Despite the potential gains provided by civic technology, there are considerations that may be ignored as a result of this disintermediation, including traditional government concerns of equity, inclusivity, and strengthening of the greater public good – concerns that may not resonate as meaningfully for services and products provided by the private sector, based on openings provided by civic technology adoption. For example, government must focus on concerns of inclusion [23], providing for all citizens, in contrast to the private sector focus on paying customers and return to shareholders. For some applications of civic technology, a private sector focus may generate real benefits for users and for government, however this is not universal for all government services and programs where civic technology may be applied. This role of government as the steward of the public good means that the government horizon must extend far into the future, guarding against risk to the state and population. Again, this contrasts to a private sector timeline that is shorter and profit-focused [5]. Ultimately, in the provision of services to citizens, through the adoption of civic technology, including open data and smart city infrastructure, government relinquishes authority and accountability to the private sector. This matches the general shift of neoliberalism, where the private sector assumes the role of government, disintermediating it from the citizen.

The role of civic technology in this disintermediation is significant. As civic technologies such as open data and smart city infrastructure are adopted, the role of the private sector in implementing and realizing the benefits of these technologies grows. This pushes government to become a supplier or broker of data and infrastructure access, rather than as a developer or user. Government data and city infrastructures become commodities, freeing private companies to act as aggregators, extracting the value from government as a platform. Perhaps we have seen the government as platform vision come into reality, with far greater value created external to the functions.

4. Civic Technology as a Vehicle for Government Disintermediation
of government itself. The challenge here is defining value for whom. This is particularly relevant as government is in charge of the public good, raising questions if government can continue to justify building out civic technology as a vector for private sector value, even as government loses influence on that process by relinquishing data gathering, use, and service roles. The four mechanisms presented here sketch out an early vision of how government is being disintermediated from the citizen through the adoption of civic technology. The disintermediation of government is not a given, and the future of government and the breadth and depth of its role in daily life is constantly unfolding. For those governments procuring civic technology, let these unknown impacts and effects serve as important considerations in the process of technology procurement, adoption, and implementation.
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